
FlairBox: 12 Commitments to Diversity & Inclusion

Diversity and inclusivity need to go together, if one is favoured over the other, it would defeat the
point of both. We want FlairBox to be a revolutionary platform, created by actors for all actors,
no matter their background, race or demographic. With regards to diversity and inclusion both
externally and internally, we will always go back to our founding mission, ‘To create a global
community that allows talented performers, whatever their background, to perform, connect and
be discovered for what matters most - their talent.’

We believe that change comes from within, as well as committing to IncArts ‘Unlock the Arts -
100 Actions Against Racism’ , we commit to:

1. Keep an open mind and an open conversation at all times within the company.

2. Zero tolerance approach to discrimination, hate speech, grooming, harassment or
any type of inappropriate behaviour on the FlairBox plartform or in the workplace -
with immediate suspension for any transgressions.

3. Prioritize the safety of the marginalized over the comfort of the rest.

4. Commit to equal pay for all, with no job below the London Living Wage.

5. Each employee will be able to choose one person within the company as their
“point of contact”, with clear information given to all staff on how to cascade
complaints.

6. Aim for a minimum of 15% of our workforce and user base from ethnic minority
groups - proportional representation as a minimum.

7. Operate the ‘Rooney rule’ whereby at least one non-white candidate must be
interviewed for any job that FlairBox is recruiting for.

8. Partner with ethnically diverse organisations wherever possible across the
business.

9. Keep artists and other creative practitioners at every level of our organisation.

10. Casting free to performers no matter what, with a 60% discount on premium
membership for any performer that is claiming Universal Credit.

11. Make the FlairBox website and our workplace accessible to all.

12. Access to free mental health support for all of the staff that work for FlairBox.

https://www.incartsunlock.co.uk/
https://www.incartsunlock.co.uk/

